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New Nuclear Build
– Achieving High Standards of Safety and

Environmental Performance

This evening event was the second in the
Hazards Forum’s series of meetings on
energy-related themes. It was hosted
jointly by the Hazards Forum and the
Institution of Engineering and Technology
at the latter’s premises at 2 Savoy Place,
London on Tuesday 24th November
2009.

The event, which focused on New Nuclear
Build – Achieving High Standards of
Safety and Environmental Performance,
was chaired by Professor Dick Taylor
on behalf of the Hazards Forum Executive
Committee. He thanked the IET for
hosting the event at their premises and
also the sponsors Horizon Nuclear Power
which is the new nuclear company
established jointly by E.ON UK and RWE
npower.

There were three topics presented which
were followed by a discussion session and
networking opportunities. The first two
presentations looked at the designs and
safety features of two of the reactor types
which are leading contenders to be built in
the UK in the next decade. Robert
Davies, UK Country Director and
Catherine Escurier, both of Areva NP,
gave a joint presentation on the Areva
EPR Reactor. This was followed by a
presentation from Geoff Anderson, UK
Licensing Manager for Westinghouse
Electric UK Limited, on the
Westinghouse AP1000 Reactor. Finally,
Professor Paul Howarth, Director of
Science, Technology and Project
Delivery at the UK’s National Nuclear
Laboratory looked into his crystal ball and
presented views on New Generation
Reactors and how these might provide
possible reactor systems in the longer
term.

Robert Davies briefly described the
projects which are currently underway
using the 1600MW Areva EPR.
Construction is currently in progress at
Olkiluoto in Finland, Flamanville in France
and at Taishan in China (two reactors).
The EPR is based on the best features of
the German KONVOI design and the
French N4 reactor.

UK New Build Market –
The Challenge

UK market estimated at 20GWs+

Europe’s first new build market,

Three Clients will dominate the « first wave », some 15GW+
AREVA’s challenge is as shown below:

2010 will dictate which designs for which clients

European Utilities that initially

expressed interest

Up to 2 EPRsUp to 2 EPRs

Up to 4 EPRsUp to 4 EPRs

4 EPRs4 EPRs

GDF Suez,
Iberdrola &

SSE

Horizon
Nuclear
Power

Catherine Escurier then described the
detailed design and safety-related features
which have evolved from the earlier
operational reactors. She highlighted the
reactor’s capability to safely survive
aircraft impacts (one of the design features
of KONVOI), its use of four physically
separated safety trains allowing greater
defence in depth particularly during
maintenance, a double shell filtered
containment and the use of passive safety
systems.

The Best from French and
German Technology

• Neckar 2

• Emsland
• Isar 2

German
KONVOI
(~1300 MWe)

French N4
(~1450 MWe)

P1- S2

• Chooz 1- 2

• Civaux 1-2

The EPR™ design is built on experience
of over 100 plants, 87 of which are PWRs.
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Accidents are limited by the use of a short-
term passive system which allows a
melted core to be retained and cooled in
the reactor pit, followed by an active
system using recirculation and coolant
heat exchange and a containment spray
system to maintain cooling. This
eliminates the need for significant off-site
measures in the event of a serious
accident. Improved safety is also achieved
by several aspects of the reactor pressure
vessel design, including one-piece forging,
a reduced neutron fluence for the core
region shell, the use of alloy 600, and no
bottom head penetration.

General Installation of a
Typical EPR™ Plant

The very large core and low core power
density, means higher fuel burn-up for a
given fuel enrichment and this, together
with the use of a heavy neutron reflector
and improved overall plant efficiency,
leads to savings in the use of fuel of up to
15% compared with existing designs.
Attention has also been given to reducing
collective dose by considering needs for
maintenance, reduction in activated
corrosion products and component layout.
A target personnel exposure has thus
been set of less than 0.5 manSv per year.

EPR™ Safety Bases
 Overall safety requirements

 Defense-in-depth concept

 Improvements of safety systems

• Redundancy, separation

• Protection against internal hazards

• Protection against external hazards

• Deduction of essential system features from N4 and Konvoi

• Improvement of Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) control

• Diversification of system functions

 Probabilistic targets

 Deterministic safety approach supplemented by probabilistic meth ods

Geoff Anderson’s presentation
highlighted and described the key features
of the Westinghouse AP1000 design.
These include the wide use of passive
safety systems, considerable plant
simplification compared with earlier
generations of PWR designs whilst using
proven components, modular construction,
and a shortened engineering and
construction schedule. It is the first of the
so-called Generation III reactors to receive
design certification from the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

4

© 2007 Westinghouse Electric Company LLC

The Westinghouse AP1000
A compact station

• 3415 MWt. Primary system
• 1117 MWe
• 2-loops, 2 steam generators

Key safety related aspects of the design
include safety systems within the
containment and safety-related support
systems that have been simplified and
located in non-seismic building structures,
with no safety-related pumps in the plant
and no safety-related ventilation systems.
Severe accident scenarios are mitigated
by in-vessel retention of melted fuel.
Passive safety is achieved without the use
of any safety-related AC power, with
battery operated valve actuation and the
use of condensation, natural circulation,
evaporation and compressed gasses.
Actuation is achieved by simple, reliable
changes in valve positions.

8

© 2007 Westinghouse Electric Company LLC

Familiar But Improved Reactor Coolant System

Canned motor pumps mounted

in steam generator lower head

– Eliminate RCP shaft seals

 Larger pressurizer (2100 ft3)

(eliminate PORV)

 Top-mounted, fixed in-core

detectors (no BMI’s)

All-welded core shroud

(not bolted)

Ring-forged reactor vessel

(no longitudinal welds)
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The system performance has been proven
by extensive testing and reviews by the
NRC. The design ensures that for Design
Basis Accidents, the core will not be
uncovered and there will be no core
damage, whilst for Beyond Design Basis
Accidents, loss of coolant events will result
in the core retaining any degraded fuel by
means of direct passive water cooling of
the outside of the reactor vessel.

25

© 2007 Westinghouse Electric Company LLC

Passive Containment Safety System

Standard PWR AP1000

The design, which has been developed
from the smaller AP600 reactor, has been
shown to meet both US Utility Advanced
Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements
and the European Utility Requirements.
Extensive PRA analysis has shown that
the AP1000 far exceeds the core damage
frequency requirement of the US NRC (1
in 10,000 p.a.) and the US Utility
Requirement (1 in 100,000 p.a.), achieving
an estimated core damage frequency of
5.1 in 10 million p.a.

31

© 2007 Westinghouse Electric Company LLC

New Designs Have to Deliver

Cost basis that can compete with other energy sources

- High degree of certainty for schedule and cost

- Reduced construction time and cost

Increased levels of safety

Easier to operate and maintain

Standardized plants

AP1000 can deliver

Currently delivering on contracts

for 4 units in China and 6 units in the US

Professor Paul Howarth described the
genesis of reactors from the early light
water and gas-cooled reactors, showing in
the process how the UK had developed
experience in many of the technologies.

Slide 68

Issues Surrounding Nuclear

Low Carbon Technology

Security of supply

Safety

Base load Generation

Economics

Waste Management

The Generation III+ reactor systems
include the US International Reactor
Innovative and Safe (IRIS) and the Pebble
Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR), currently
being developed primarily in South Africa.
The IRIS design is integral and eliminates
loop piping and external reactor systems
components and leads to a very compact
design with potential safety advantages.
The PBMR is designed in the form of
265MW units which may be suitable for
developing countries. It is direct cycle,
helium cooled and graphite moderated.
The high outlet temperature of the helium
coolant (~900C) means that it could be
used, not only for electricity generation,
but also as a heat source for industrial
processes such as hydrogen production.
The reactor has a high fuel burn-up and
potentially high inherent safety. The fuel is
innovative, with the Uranium Oxide being
coated by graphite to form fuel pellets
which will operate efficiently at the high
reactor temperatures.

Slide 71

Gen III systems have improved core damage
frequency > 100 compared to current plants

1 x 10-4 5 x 10-5 1 x 10-5 4 x 10-7

Core Damage Frequency per Year

U. S. NRC

Requirements

Current

Plants

Utility

Requirements
Gen III

Generation IV reactors include three types
of Fast Reactor (gas-cooled, molten
sodium, and lead cooled) and three other
advanced systems – Molten Salt Reactors
(MSR), Very High Temperature (gas-
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cooled Reactors) (VHTR), and
Supercritical Water-Cooled Reactors.
These are in various stages of design and
development - from some of the fast
reactor systems which have operated for
many years at the prototype stage,
through to others which are still at the
design stage. The intention is that these
‘advanced’ systems would meet a number
of important criteria, including better
economics, enhanced safety, minimal
waste, and proliferation resistance.
Reactor designs have important
consequences for Uranium fuel reserves.
It is anticipated that if Fast Reactors can
be introduced commercially by about
2040, nuclear fuel reserves would be
sustainable and about five times those
currently estimated for coal - and greater
still compared with estimated oil reserves.

Slide 85

Generation IV Systems

• Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GFR)

• Lead-Cooled Fast Reactor (LFR)

• Molten Salt Reactor (MSR)

• Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor (SFR)

• Supercritical Water-Cooled

Reactor (SCWR)

• Very-High-Temperature Reactor

(VHTR)

Professor Howarth discussed the range of
fuel cycle options and showed how the
adoption of different reactor systems and
the use of more advanced technology for
fuel recycling and separation, could
radically reduce the requirements in the
longer term for repositories to store
irradiated fuel.

ALLEGRO experimental
reactor (GFR)

ASTRID Prototype

(SFR)

2008 2012 2020

SFR

Supporting infrastructures, research facilities
loops, testing and qualification benches,

Irradiation facilities incl. fast spectrum facility
and fuel manufacturing facilities

ETPP European
Demonstration Reactor

(LFR)

Reference proven
technology

Alternative technology

LFR

GFR

Euro. Sustainable Nuclear Industry

Initiative - Roadmap

After thanking the speakers for informative
presentations covering a vast field of new
reactor and associated technologies,
Professor Taylor opened the meeting to
discussion.

In the discussion that followed it was
acknowledged that the questions were of a
high quality, reflecting a good knowledge
of nuclear engineering by the audience -
as well as those with a wider societal
interest.

Questions included those wanting hear
more about examples of where the
emerging technologies had been adopted
outside the UK and what learning
experiences had been achieved for future
possible adoption in the UK. These
included, for example, procurement issues
and project management deliverables.
Safety was of interest, including both
operational safety and decommissioning.
Issues related to security were also
discussed. The speakers described
various aspects and systems that were
being designed to deal with pertinent
issues, giving some examples from
existing applications.

Generic Design Assessments (GDA) were
discussed, with input from the audience
and the Health and Safety Executive’s
(HSE) Director of New Nuclear Build,
Kevin Allars, who described HSE’s
approach for candidate designs. The GDA
approach should speed up the design
acceptance process for all those involved,
including the regulator. In his response
Kevin Allars also remarked that this
Hazards Forum event was timely as HSE
were due to publish their GDA Step 3
Assessment Reports (half way through
GDA) a few days after the event - on
Friday 27th November.

[Ed. note: the above documents were
published on HSE’s website at –
www.hse.gov.uk/newreactors ]

The chairman for the evening thanked
the speakers for their contributions and
also those who contributed to the
discussion session. He then invited
attendees to network and continue
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discussions over the light refreshments
which followed.

These presentations can be found as
webcasts at the website of the Institution
of Engineering and Technology at:
http://tv.theiet.org/technology/power/

Also, they can be found individually at:

http://tv.theiet.org/technology/power/hazard-
forum-ap1000.cfm

http://tv.theiet.org/technology/power/next-
generation-reactors.cfm

http://tv.theiet.org/technology/power/areva-
reactor.cfm

The Safety and Reliability Society Celebrates 30
Years

Dr Jacqueline Christodoulou, CPsychol
Safety and Reliability Society,

Chief Executive

The Safety and Reliability Society
celebrates 30 years in 2010 with a series
of regional and local events. The Society
was formed in 1980 in Southport by a
group of safety and reliability
professionals. As the Society grew, it
relocated to offices in Piccadilly in
Manchester. By 1981 the Society was
holding branch meetings around the UK,
organising an annual conference and
publishing articles and papers of interest.
The seminal text ‘Reliability Technology’
(Green and Bourne, 1972) was published
by two founder members as interest in the
field grew momentum, culminating in the
formation of the Society. The aims and
objectives of the Society are:

‘To advance education and promote the
scientific study of safety and reliability and
associated disciplines, maintainability,
availability, risk assessment and life cycle
costing, in relation to the design of plant,
systems and equipment for the benefit of
the public and thereby to promote industry
and commerce, and to publish the results
of such studies worldwide.’ (Charitable
Aims)

And in an excerpt from the Society’s
bylaws:

 ‘to establish professional and
educational standards for safety
and reliability engineers

 to provide a central organisation
dedicated to the stimulation and
advancement of safety and
reliability technology for the benefit
of industry and the public

 to provide an international forum
for the exchange of information on
safety and reliability engineering

 to establish standard techniques
and encourage consistency in their
application

 to encourage organisations and
government departments to apply
safety and reliability engineering
techniques

 to enhance the status of Society
members’ (Society Bylaws)

These hold fast in 2010 and the Society
continues to focus on membership
benefits, standards, knowledge and
learning.

The membership of the Society has
steadily grown over the past thirty years
and today the members can enjoy a wide
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range of benefits that cover a cross-
industry, multi-domain perspective.

A quarterly peer-reviewed journal and
monthly newsletter keep the membership
informed of important Society matters and
innovative technical papers. The Journal
also carries reviews of event outcomes
and selected committee reports.

The Safety and Reliability Society website
www.sars.org.uk has evolved over the
past ten years to become a central source
of information about the Society. The
website carries details of how to join the
Society, the route to Engineering Council
registration and about events, but is also
intended as an information tool for the
whole of the industry and related fields.
The Society is developing the ‘Body of
Knowledge’ pages so that members and
non-members alike are able to access
cross-industry knowledge.

Similarly, the Society events, both national
and regional, are open to both members
and non-members. Branches in Aberdeen,
Central Scotland, North West, Midlands,
Solent, London, Western, Asia and Middle
East are all active. Most branches operate
a lively programme from September
through to March and the Aberdeen
branch team arrange training days and
workshops on popular themes. During
September 2010 branches will be
celebrating 30 years of the Society by
holding celebratory events – please come
along and find out more about the Society.
Branch information is available on the
Society website.

National events are held throughout the
year in various locations. As 2010 marks
the 30th anniversary of the Society our
Annual Dinner in Aberdeen in May will
celebrate this. We are pleased to
announce our speaker for this event will
be Steve Walker, Head of HSE Offshore
Division on the timely subject of
‘Challenges to the offshore industry arising
from the Nimrod review’. June and July
sees workshops and October will mark the
anniversary with ‘SARS2010 – 30 years of
risk assessment’. Hazards Forum have
been kind enough to place these events

on their website and the Society would
welcome members of other organisations
at our busy calendar of regional and
national events. The organisational
aspects of the Society largely mirror
industry with the Safety and Reliability
Council members consisting of a cross-
industry collaboration of safety and
reliability professionals. Rail, aerospace,
defence, nuclear, oil and gas are all
represented and the Society is well placed
to collaborate with other professional
bodies in the challenging organisational
climate of strategising for competencies. In
the light of the recent Nimrod Review and
Recommendation 28 which advises:

‘A single professional body should be
formed for Safety Experts to set
professional and ethical standards,
accredit members and disseminate best
practice. Currently, there are a number of
different professional bodies which prove
some learned-society facilities for those
with some safety expertise in the field.
There is a need, however, for a single
professional body to provide focus, rigour
and a centre of excellence.’

The society has been working with other
organisations to recognise the overlaps
and commonalities across the board with
the aim of bringing together a professional
community with a set of competency
standards that are clear and accessible.
With this in mind, we would like to thank
the Hazards Forum for the opportunity to
showcase our organisation in this
newsletter and hope that the wider
industry and related fields will benefit from
our endeavours and that, through this,
professional practise will be enhanced.

For more information, see www.sars.org.uk

Hazards Forum Footnote:

Some of the events being organised by the
Safety and Reliability Society can be found in
the Calendar of Events in this Newsletter and
also on the Hazards Forum website, where
there is more information
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Extending the J-Value into Environmental Protection
as well as Safety

Professor Philip Thomas
Risk Management, Reliability and Maintenance Centre

City University, London

On 26th November 2009, The Royal Academy of Engineering and the Institute of
Measurement and Control jointly organised the seminar “The Limits to Risk Aversion:
New Results from Safety Analysis”, which was co-sponsored by the Hazards Forum.
The speakers were Professor Thomas of City University, and Professors Haberman
and Verrall of Cass Business School. In this article, Prof. Thomas summarises his
current research in safety and risk management.

As civilisation advances, society demands
ever higher levels of safety for humans
and protection for the environment. The
recently developed J-value is able to give
an objective answer on how much should
be spend on protecting humans. Now new
research, drawing on concepts from both
economics and actuarial science, enables
an objective solution to the problem of how
much to spend on environmental
protection. The results may be drawn
together to give the Total Judgement
Value, the JT-value, which can be used to
determine how much should be spent on
protecting humans and the environment.

Human safety – the J-value

The J-value (J for judgement) finds the
balance point between the achieved
increase in life expectancy and what
people will be prepared, on average, to
pay for that increase.

The J-value is the ratio of the amount that
the safety measure costs to the maximum
that the average person should be
prepared to spend on the safety benefits
achieved. Hence a J-value of 1.0
represents the limit of good value, whilst,
for example, a J-value of 2.0 indicates that
the spend is twice as much as is sensible,
so that another, cheaper way should be
sought of achieving similar results.

The J-value method rests on a minimal set
of assumptions regarding quality of life.
There are held to be only two basic factors
influencing the quality of life for any given
person, namely how long he or she can
expect to live from now on and how much
he or she will have available to spend,
both on life's necessities and on its
luxuries. These two factors are then
represented using the simplest, feasible
relation connecting life expectancy and
average income, namely the Cobb-
Douglas utility function. A similarly simple
model for the creation of GDP per head
then allows society's trade-off between
average free-time and average income to
be described mathematically, so that a key
parameter, average risk-aversion, may be
found from national economic data. The
Cobb-Douglas utility function, now fully
determined, may then be used to analyse
the trade-off the average person should be
prepared to make between spending on a
safety measure and the increased life
expectancy it will give him.

The J-value method uses economic data
provided by the Office of National
Statistics and actuarial data from the
Government Actuary's Department. These
are averaged over tens of millions of
people, and this results in a highly reliable
and dependable figure for the maximum
amount that the average person should be
prepared to spend for a given life
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extension. Multiplying this sum by the
number of people the safety system
protects gives the maximum sensible price
for that safety system.

Improved life expectancy is a much finer
characterisation of the benefits of a safety
system than "lives saved", and it has the
important advantage that it allows all
measures to improve health and safety to
be assessed using the same criterion. So,
for example, the drug, Vinorelbine, for
metastatic breast cancer, which gives a
woman with advanced breast cancer an
extra 9 months of life, has a J-value of
0.014, and should certainly be
recommended (NICE did so eventually).
But whose life would be "saved" here?
Whose fatality prevented? The J-value
copes with the empirical fact that no-one's
life can ever be saved: the best that can
be done is to return an individual's life
expectancy back to what it was in the
absence of the specific hazard being
considered. Because it deals squarely
and objectively with what happens in the
real world, the J-value is able to provide a
level playing field for judging how much
should be spent on any health and safety
measure, from the nuclear power industry
through aerospace to the National Health
Service in a way that no competing safety
assessment method can.

Protecting the environment – the J2-
value

A large industrial accident has the
potential to damage the environment in
addition to causing immediate human
suffering and loss of life. Seveso, Bhopal
and Chernobyl are examples of such
major accidents in the chemical and
nuclear industries. Modern society relies
on the plastics, fertilisers, petrol and
electrical power, for example, that are
produced in a high-hazard plant, but it has
to be recognised that the cost to the
environment, should a severe accident
happen, can be very large indeed. Such
accidents are mercifully rare, but a
balance must be found between the risk
and the amount spent to protect against it.
The J2-value allows that balance to be
struck.

The protection system on an industrial
plant will normally guard against both
human harm and environmental damage.
So we need to find the net cost of
environmental protection by subtracting
from the total cost of the protection system
the amount agreed for safeguarding
human lives, found using the J-value. It is
then possible to find the maximum
sensible expenditure that the organisation
should be prepared to undertake to protect
against environmental and all other, non-
human costs. The J2-value is the ratio of
the net cost of the environmental
protection measure to this maximum
sensible spend on environmental
protection.

The J2-value is thus analogous to the J-
value, in that a J2-value of 1.0 is the limit of
good value, while a J2-value of 2.0, for
example, shows that the spend is twice as
much as is reasonable.

To find the maximum sensible spend on
environmental protection, the J2-value
borrows from the insurance industry the
practice of using a utility function to model
the decision process of the owner of the
plant. The owner, almost certainly a large
organisation, will be guided in most of its
investment decisions by the expected
value of the profit or loss. This behaviour
corresponds to risk neutrality, a risk-
aversion of zero. However, when it comes
to accidents that would result in
exceptionally large environmental
damage, comparable with the
organisation's total assets, utility theory
shows that the organisation needs to
become risk averse and spend more on a
protection system than the expected loss
the system is designed to prevent. This
rational behaviour, designed to safeguard
the organisation against collapse, will be
reinforced in reality by senior managers
not wishing to be blamed for such a
collapse, by ethical considerations, by
public opinion, by media coverage and by
the demands of the regulator.

The maximum sensible amount that
should be spent on environmental
protection depends on the organisation's
risk-aversion. Organisations will tend to
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spend more on protecting the environment
when their risk- aversion is higher, but at a
very high level of risk-aversion it becomes
impossible for the manager to distinguish
the benefit from installing a protection
system. This phenomenon sets an upper
limit to risk-aversion, known as "the point
of indiscriminate decision". At this point
the manager will see as equally attractive
the three options: installing the protection
system; doing nothing; and installing a
"danger system" that would reverse the
action of the protection system and make
an accident more rather than less likely.
Any decision taken here will be arbitrary
and random. We may recognise such a
point of indiscriminate decision occurring
in everyday life when a person panics.

Using this limiting, maximum value of risk-
aversion allows the maximum sensible
Disproportion Factor (DF) to be calculated.
Multiplying the expected environmental
loss in the absence of the protection
system by the DF gives the maximum
sensible spend, and this is the figure that
is used in the denominator of the J2-value
ratio. DFs between 2 and 10 may well
arise when the accident has the potential
to lose the owning organisation most of its
assets.

Combining J and J2: the Total
Judgement Value, JT

By constraining the J2-value, to equal the
J-value associated with protection against
human harm, we may produce a Total
Judgment Value or JT-value. This will
have similar properties for decision-
making to the J-value, with expenditure at
a JT-value of one adjudged the maximum
reasonable, while a JT-value greater than
unity indicates an overspend, which will
need further justification before being
accepted.

The JT-value offers a solution to the most
important unsolved problem in safety
analysis, namely deciding how much
should be spent on a protection system to
avert human harm and financial loss. The
solution is scientific, objective and
transparent, and provides engineers,
business leaders, politicians, regulators

and the general public for the first time
with an impartial tool for assessing safety
and protection systems. The results are
general, and may be applied in all sectors
of the economy, from health service and
public health provision, through chemical
and nuclear plant protection to aviation
safety systems.

The J-value framework as an aid to
decision making

The J-value framework will give
quantitative guidance on decision making
in the way described above. However, it is
accepted that policy makers operating in
the broader socio-political context may
need on occasion to allow for factors not
accounted for fully in the J-value
framework, such as high public concern,
international requirements or the effect on
employment. In exercising their
judgement in such circumstances,
however, decision makers should be as
objective and transparent as possible.

A way of achieving this is to list clearly the
other factors that have been taken into
account in reaching the final decision on
funding. The cost of these other factors
will then become apparent when
compared with the base-line cost coming
from a J-value framework analysis.
Effectively a balance sheet will have been
drawn up, which will be of enormous
potential benefit in identifying decisions
involving excessive use of resources.
There is considerable evidence that past
decisions have been taken that do not give
the best value for money. In some cases,
public money might have been more
effectively employed in reducing much
higher risks or obtaining much greater
benefits elsewhere. At the very minimum,
it is important that where other, wider
considerations are influencing the decision
making process, this should be done
openly and in a way that can be discussed
adequately and scrutinised.

For more information, see “J-Value a
Universal Scale for Health and Safety
Spending”, published in newsletter No. 56,
Spring 2007, available on the Hazards
Forum website, www.hazardsforum.org.
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Parliamentary and Scientific Committee
By Dr Ian Lawrenson

The latest issue of “Science in Parliament”, the journal of the Parliamentary and Scientific
Committee of which the Hazards Forum is a member, has among its contents the following
articles. Any member who would like any further information on any of the articles below
should contact Dr Ian Lawrenson, at ilawrenson@aol.com

THE NUTT CASE AND ITS SEQUELAE Lord Rea
THE ROLE OF THE CHIEF SCIENTIFIC ADVISER,
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE Prof Mark Weiland FRS FREng
THAT WAS 13 YEARS THAT WAS!! Dr Ian Gibson
GERMANY STRENGTHENS SCIENCE
AND INNOVATION TO SECURE FUTURE WEALTH Ursula Roos
THE UK RESEARCH BASE Prof Adrian Smith FRS
THE CHALLENGES FACED BY MICROBIOLOGISTS Prof Geoff Hanlon
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING AT THE HEART OF
HEALTH AND SAFETY Judith Hackitt CBE
FOOD SECURITY, INNOVATION AND INDUSTRY
REPRESENTING OUR SCIENTISTS Andy Boseley
WHAT'S THE POINT OF A TRADES UNION? Marijke Smith
SCIENCE AT THE BRITISH COUNCIL Martin Davidson
NECESSITY SHOULD BE THE MOTHER OF INNOVATION Prof Martin Binks, Dr Simon Mosey, Paul Kirkham
ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS - HOW BEST TO
ADAPT TO THE IMPACT OF GLOBAL WARMING?
Addresses to the P&SC by Lord Broers FREng FRS and Professor Paul
Ekins
COME BACK GM - ALL IS FORGIVEN?
Addresses to the P&SC by Prof Peter Shewry and Prof Howard Atkinson
THE DEEP
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES - EMERGING MARKETS Dr Philippa Bell

From the Secretary ……

Following a search for a new Newsletter editor, the Forum is pleased to announce that we
have been successful - with James Kearns stepping into the role. We welcome him to the
Hazards Forum and for those who don’t know him we plan to carry a pen-picture of James in
the next edition of the Newsletter. The Forum now wishes to thank Dr Ian Lawrenson for
stepping in so readily at short notice as Guest Editor for the past two editions of the
Newsletter following the sad passing of Dr John Bond. His coming out of retirement as editor
was invaluable and much appreciated.

As a reminder to members, the Annual General Meeting is scheduled for 16th March as
per the Calendar of Events and the official notification sent out to members in early February.
This year, Sir David Davies steps down as Chair of the Forum after a number of years
leading in that role. Additionally, some trustees will be stepping down, with three candidates
for the positions being presented to the AGM. The Executive Committee will be delighted to
welcome as many members as possible to the AGM.

Brian Neale
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HSE eNews – some examples

++ Shattered Lives Campaign - Phase 3 Launched ++
Simple lives can shatter mistakes – ‘Your actions could stop them happening’. Phase 3 of the award
winning Shattered Lives campaign launches today (1

st
February).

http://news.hse.gov.uk/2010/02/01/shattered-lives-campaign-phase-3-launched/

++ New Nuclear Power – Quarterly Report ++
Report on the GDA process, which summarises the progress, achievements and issues arising from
the last 3 months.
http://www.hse.gov.uk/newreactors/reports/gda-q4-09.pdf

++ Public Consultations – Quarries & Biological Agents ++
Help HSE to shape the way health and safety is enforced in the workplace.
http://www.hse.gov.uk/consult/index.htm

Calendar of Events

Please check the Events section of the Hazards Forum website for more information at
www.hazardsforum.org.uk and to see any updates in the calendar. These may include additional

events or perhaps amendments to the Events shown below.
Please note that attendance is by invitation.

Date Event Venue Contact/further
information

JANUARY
up to March 14 Ergonomics;

Real Design - an Exhibition
The Design Museum,
28 Shad Thames,
London, SE1 2YD

Organised by The
Ergonomics Society

MARCH

16 Hazards Forum AGM As event below
16 HF Evening Joint Event: Hazards

Associated with Decarbonised Fuels
-Third of Three in the Energy
Series.

The Geological Society,
Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London, W1J
0BG

Tim at
hazards.forum@ice.org.uk

MAY

13 HF Supported Event: Institution of
Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) –
When Things Go Wrong…What
Happens Next?

IMechE, 1 Birdcage Walk,
London,
SW1H 9JJ

Pressure Systems Group
Executive Bubli Miah,
psg at imeche.org

JUNE

16 HF Evening Joint Event:
(Revised date)

IMechE, 1 Birdcage Walk,
London, SW1H 9JJ
(Provisional)

Tim at
hazards.forum@ice.org.uk

HF Evening Event: Central London

17 Safety and Reliability Society:
Language of Safety

Royal Institution of Naval
Architects, Upper Belgrave
Street, London

www.sars.org.uk

28 - 29 HF Supported Event: Institution of
Civil Engineers (ICE) – Innovate to
Survive: Engineers for One Planet
Future ®

ICE, One Great George
Street, Westminster,
London, SW1P 3AA

www.ice-
innovatetosurvive.com/

JULY

15 Safety and Reliability Society Event:
21st Century Reliability - the First
Decade

The Raddison Edwardian
Hotel, Manchester

www.sars.org.uk
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The Hazards Forum exists to provide a focal point in which engineering features in the

mitigation and reduction of both man made and natural hazards and disasters. The Forum’s

mission is to help government, industry, science, universities, NGOs and individuals to find

practical ways of approaching and resolving hazard and risk issues, in the interests of mutual

understanding, public confidence and safety.

The Forum was established in 1989 by four of the principal engineering institutions because

of concern about the major disasters which had occurred about that time.

The Hazards Forum holds regular meetings on a wide range of subjects relating to hazards

and safety, produces publications on such topics, and provides opportunities for

interdisciplinary contacts and discussions.

The Hazards Forum

One Great George Street

Westminster

London SW1P 3AA

Telephone: 020 7665 2230

Fax: 020 7799 1325

Website: www.hazardsforum.org.uk

Registered charity number 1047047


